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SUMMARY

Protected areas have been the cornerstone for
conservation globally [1], but gaps still exist in preserving biodiversity [2]. Meanwhile, areas designated as protected have overlaps between designations and might vary in their management [3,
4]. All three phenomena—coverage gaps, overlapping designations, and disparities in management—are present in China [5, 6]. China plans to
establish a national park system for the first time,
aiming to reform the existing protected-area system [7–9]. However, there has been no quantitative
spatial analysis that can aid the planning of national parks. This study shows how an improved
conservation gap analysis can inform the construction of new national parks. Taking the proposed Giant Panda National Park as an example, we
analyzed the relationship between panda habitat
and the existing protected areas, considering not
only de jure designated coverage but also de facto
levels of two types of potentially harmful activities
(timber extraction and human disturbance). We
find that, first, there are coverage gaps in the four
mountains comprising the potential national park,
and existing protected areas have overlaps between designations. Second, current protected
areas have gaps and disparities in terms of restrictions on timber extraction and human disturbance.
Third, overlapped designations and less restrictive
management appear to have adverse effects on
panda protection. On the basis of these results,

we propose integrated management under a single
national park administration, focusing on the key
gaps, which we identify. This study can serve as
a reference for the establishment of other national
parks in China and the world.
RESULTS
Protected Area Coverage Gaps and Overlapping
Designations
In the region of the proposed Giant Panda National Park, panda
habitat covers 2.15 million hectares, of which 38.9% is not
covered by existing protected areas (Figure 1; Table S1). The
coverage gaps vary across different mountains. Qionglai has
over half of panda habitat outside of protection (51.3%), whereas
the coverage gap in Minshan consists of only 28.8% of panda
habitat (Figure 1; Table S1). Key gaps include QL-C-1 in Qinling
as the corridor connecting local panda populations (Figure 1),
MS-C-1 and MS-C-2 in Minshan, and QLS-C-1 and QLS-C-2
in Qionglai, representing the important areas with relatively
high panda presence between panda habitats and existing protected areas (PAs) (Figure 1; see Figure S2 for the density index
map).
Nature reserves are the primary form of existing protected
areas in the region, protecting 54.2% of panda habitat (Figure 2;
Table S1). Areas under other types of protection are significantly
smaller, and 12.9% of panda habitat are within scenic areas,
6.5% within forest parks, and 1.8% within geological parks.
Within protected areas, 23.2% of habitat has overlapping designations. In particular, nature reserves overlap considerably with
other types of protection (Figure 2). The percentage of overlapping designations varies across different mountains: 38.1% are
in Qionglai, 24.6% in Minshan, 10.6% in Daxiangling, and
0.6% in Qinling (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Distribution of Giant Panda Habitat, Existing Protected
Areas, and Key Coverage Gaps in the Region of the Proposed Giant
Panda National Park

Figure 2. Coverage of Giant Panda Habitat under Different Types of
Protected Areas in the Region of the Proposed Giant Panda National
Park

See also Table S1 and Figure S2.

See also Table S1.

Disparities in Management
Focusing on the Sichuan part of the proposed national park, we
find that 11.7% of panda habitat within existing protected areas
has no restrictions on either timber extraction (TE) or human
disturbance (HD) (Figure 3). Key management gaps include
MS-M-1, MS-M-2, and MS-M-3 in Minshan and QLS-M-1 and
QLS-M-2 in Qionglai (Figure 3). The rules for timber extraction
and other human disturbance are comparable in most areas:
both activities are strictly banned in 51.5% of panda habitat
and limited in 23.6% (Table S2). However, management of human disturbance is not as strict as that on timber extraction,
as a significant portion (13.1%) of the habitat allows limited human disturbance, but not timber extraction (Figure 3).

comprising the proposed Giant Panda National Park. We identify
crucial gaps in habitat between current protected areas. The
Qinling population of the giant panda is an independent population important for the panda’s gene reserve. Although the
existing protected areas are mainly located in the center of the
mountain, a key gap (i.e., GL-C-1) lies in the Xushui river region
as the corridor connecting local panda populations (Figure 1).
The strategy for corridor building in the area has been proposed
[10], and expanding conservation management is needed as a
key approach in the national park.
The area MS-C-1 is a very important area for northeast Minshan giant panda conservation and has high population density (Figures 1 and S2). The same coverage gap has been
illustrated in previous studies [11] yet has still not been filled
in the past decade. The conservation gap could be filled by
connecting surrounding nature reserves, including Baishuijiang Nature Reserve to the northeast, Wanglang Nature
Reserve to the northwest, and Xiaohegou and Xuebaoding reserves to the south. Meanwhile, the Fourth Nationwide Giant
Panda Census revealed a relatively high panda density in the
area MS-C-2 in Minshan Mountains (Figures 1 and S2). However, only a small proportion of this area is currently under
protection, leaving most of the area unmanaged. Previous
studies had not identified the conservation gap in this area.
Integrating the MS-C-1 and MS-C-2 regions into the comprehensive management of the national park might prevent
future habitat fragmentation.
In Qionglai Mountains, the area QLS-C-1 is in a key habitat for
pandas with high population density (Figures 1 and S2). Covering
the western part of Baoxing County and the majority of the northern part of Tianquan County, this region is part of the Qionglai
Panda Habitat World Natural Heritage site. However, it currently
has no national designation. Limited staff capacity in the World
Natural Heritage administration led to insufficient conservation
management of this area. In 2015, Greenpeace reported logging
of natural forests in this region [12]. Meanwhile, high density of

Habitat Suitability and Panda Density
In the Sichuan part of the proposed national park, the habitat
suitability index and panda presence density (calculated as the
number of signs per km2) in habitats inside existing protected
areas (0.38 and 0.27, respectively) were higher than those
outside them (0.34 and 0.18, respectively). However, in habitats
with overlapping protected designations, panda presence density was even less dense than outside protected areas, despite
the similar habitat suitability (Figure 4A). In particular, when overlapped with other types of protection, the panda presence density dropped significantly in nature reserves (Figure 4A).
Within protected areas, less restriction on timber extraction
and human disturbance was associated with lower habitat suitability and panda presence density (Figure 4B). However, the
habitat suitability index decreased less than panda presence
density with reduced strictness of management (Figure 4B).
DISCUSSION
Protected Area Coverage Gaps in Panda Habitat
As revealed in the gap analysis, there are coverage gaps in the
conservation of giant panda habitat in the four mountains
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Figure 3. Management Status of Timber Extraction and Human
Disturbance in Giant Panda Habitat Covered by Existing Protected
Areas in the Sichuan Part of the Proposed Giant Panda National Park
See also Table S2.

mining activities in areas like Guobaya and Longdong also pose
threats to the habitat. The area QLS-C-2, which lies in Niba
Mountain and has relatively high panda presence (Figures 1
and S2), is the key area to connect the central populations of
the giant panda in Qionglai Mountains and Daxiangling Mountains. However, because of road construction (Figure S1) and
various human infrastructures, habitat fragmentation, and isolation are progressing and continue to threaten giant pandas in this
area [13]. These two regions need extra attention in planning of
the national park.
Overlapping Designations and Disparities in
Management
Some existing protected areas, including nature reserves, scenic
areas, forest parks, and geological parks, overlap. Additional analyses focusing on Sichuan reveal the lack of management on
either timber extraction or human disturbance in over 11% of
panda habitat within existing protected areas. In particular, we
identify several key management gap areas that are protected

but allow too much timber extraction and human disturbance,
such as MS-M-1, MS-M-2, and MS-M-3 in Minshan Mountains
and QLS-M-1 and QLS-M-2 in Qionglai Mountains (Figure 3).
As part of nature reserves, these areas were assigned the lowest
restriction level because of their overlaps with other types of protection (Figure 2).
In China, nature reserves focus on preserving ecological
values, such as survival of wildlife and health of ecosystems,
and thus lead to strict limitations on human activities and
resource utilization. They are counterparts of type Ia protected
areas in the International Union for Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources (IUCN) categorization. By contrast, geological parks, scenic areas, and forest parks emphasize the value
of unique landforms or ecosystems for tourism and associated
economic benefits, which coincide with IUCN type III or V [14,
15]. With divergent goals, the different types of protected areas
fell under the charge of different government departments at
various administrative levels [6]. When they overlap, the lowest
restriction level is usually assigned to the overlapping areas.
Low conservation outcomes, as measured by panda presence
density, would be expected. It is conceivable that the lower
panda density in the overlapped areas is because overlapped
areas are less suitable for pandas, and thus, protected areas
other than nature reserves are easier to designate. However,
it is more likely that the lower panda density is a result of less
restrictive management status because of the overlapped designations. Panda presence density was even less dense in habitats within overlapping protected designations than outside
protected areas, despite their similar habitat suitability (Figure 4A). Furthermore, within protected areas, panda presence
density decreased more than the habitat suitability index with
reduced strictness of management on timber extraction and
human disturbance (Figure 4B). Therefore, a national park
strategy needs to integrate and scale up existing protected
areas and promote more effective management at a large
scale.
In addition, it should be noted that currently conserved areas
regulate timber use more than other forms of human disturbance. For example, some areas that impose strict restrictions
on timber extraction still allow unchecked human disturbances,
such as grazing and non-timber products collection [16, 17]. Restricting timber use is essential, but not sufficient, for sound
management of panda habitat. Controls on human disturbance
should also be a key concern [18]. In particular, after China’s Natural Forest Conservation Program, the Grain to Green Program,
and the success in reducing logging, a previously underestimated threat—grazing—is now intensifying and might have
become the most prevalent human disturbance throughout the
panda habitat, as the result of incentives from local governments
to develop alternative livelihoods [17]. According to the Fourth
Nationwide Giant Panda Census, more than one-third of the established transects showed evidence of livestock grazing [19].
Given that livestock grazing can lead to a significant reduction
of bamboo biomass and regeneration, threatening habitat use
and the long-term survival of giant pandas [17, 20, 21], it deserves more attention from managers. In that context, regulations on human disturbance should be clearly defined and enforced in the region of proposed national park, especially in the
key gap areas we identified above.
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Figure 4. Habitat Suitability Index and
Panda Presence Density in the Sichuan
Part of the Proposed Giant Panda National
Park

A
Outside PAs
All PAs

(A) Index and density in habitats covered by different
types of protected areas, without overlapping
designations and with overlapping designations.
(B) Index and density in habitats under different
management status of timber extraction and human
disturbance.
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Focus of National Park Construction
Despite the significant strategy of establishing a national park
system in China, there is still debate on how to construct and
design national parks, especially in terms of zoning management
[22]. The central government of China newly proposed the
concept of two-level controlled zoning in national parks [9], but
given the multiple objectives of a national park [23], we suggest
instead a refined functional zoning plan that balances ecological
conservation and economic development.
We suggest four zones for the proposed Giant Panda National Park, on the basis of the zoning of current protected
areas and modeled after the multi-criteria Decision Analysis
of United States national parks, where zonation has been well
developed according to multiple-use plans and the status and
conservation needs of each area [22, 24]. First, core zones
should cover areas with high panda density, areas with small
population and peripheral population distribution, and the existing core zones of current nature reserves. Second, buffer
zones should include current buffer zones in nature reserves
and key gap areas and overlapped areas identified in this study.
Third, natural education and recreation zones should integrate
and expand the experimental zones in nature reserves and
other types of protected areas. And finally, traditional use zones
for local communities should be established on the basis of the
location of collectively owned and privately managed forest
parcels.
To conclude, our improved gap analysis considers not only
coverage gaps but also disparities in allowed uses as well. Our
analysis supports the necessity of building the Giant Panda
4 Current Biology 30, 1–5, April 6, 2020
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National Park. By expanding, integrating, and upgrading the existing protected areas into the national park and by addressing
the key coverage gaps, overlapping designations, and management gaps we have identified, China might be able to ensure the
long-term survival of the giant panda and other species in the
ecosystem. Although further studies concerning multiple-use
zoning plans are warranted, we believe that the same type of
gap analysis can be applied for establishing other national parks
in China and the world.
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Department, and [26]
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GIS layer of land use in Sichuan

Sichuan Forestry and
Grassland Department
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Other
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study did not generate any reagents.
METHOD DETAILS
Identifying protected area coverage gaps
The giant panda lives only in a few mountain ranges in China, mostly in Sichuan, and also in Shaanxi and Gansu Provinces (see Figure S1). The boundary of the proposed Giant Panda National Park has not yet been issued. It is expected to be demarcated based on
panda habitat identified in the panda census, including the habitats in Qinling Mountains, Minshan Mountains, Qionglai Mountains
and Daxiangling Mountains [27]. Thus, we restricted the analysis to the panda habitats in these mountains. From the State Administration of Forestry and Grassland in China, we obtained data on current giant panda habitat determined by the Fourth Nationwide
Giant Panda Census, conducted between 2011 and 2013, when a total of 17,444 grid plots of predominantly 1.4 3 1.4 km were systematically established and surveyed within the possible distribution region [19]. The coverage of giant panda habitat was determined
at the surveyed areas by standard methods that combined signs of panda presence (including feces, fur, footprints, and paw marks)
with environmental factors such as elevation, slope, forest cover, vegetation type, and key bamboo species (see Sichuan Forestry
Department 2015 [28], Shi 2017 [29], and Zhou 2017 [30] for details).
We collected the boundaries for all officially established protected areas in the mountains, consisting of 52 nature reserves, 13
forest parks, 16 scenic areas, and 5 geological parks, from the State Administration of Forestry and Grassland in China, Sichuan
Forestry and Grassland Department, and An et al., 2017 [26]. We excluded 7 World Natural Heritage Sites occurring in the region,
because their legal status is relatively weak. We overlapped layers of current habitat with existing protected areas in the four mountains to calculate the area and proportion of habitat that are not protected. Furthermore, we obtained the spatial distribution of panda
presence from the Fourth Nationwide Giant Panda Census, and calculated the density index of panda presence in the panda habitat
(i.e., the number of signs of panda presence per unit habitat area) within resampled 10 3 10 km grids (we restricted this analysis to
Sichuan only, because of the limited availability of data in Qinling Mountains in Shaanxi and the Gansu part of the Minshan Mountains). Important corridors or areas with high panda presence between panda habitats and existing protected areas were recognized
as key coverage gaps.
Analysis of overlapping designations
We calculated area and proportion of giant panda habitat under different types of protected areas (i.e., nature reserves, forest parks,
scenic areas, and geological parks) in the four mountains of the proposed national park. We overlapped the layers of different types of
protected areas, to calculate area and proportion of habitat with overlapping protected designations.
e1 Current Biology 30, 1–5.e1–e2, April 6, 2020
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Management status analysis
Focusing on the Sichuan part of the national park, we analyzed the management status of panda habitat within existing protected
areas based on the zoning. We included two potentially damaging allowed uses: timber extraction and human disturbance. Oldgrowth forests, along with the presence of bamboo, are critical to the survival of pandas in the wild [31]. Although clear-cut timber
harvesting no longer occurs in the panda habitat following China’s Natural Forest Conservation Program, local people cut trees selectively for building construction and collect fuelwood in collectively owned and privately managed forest parcels [32–34]. This type of
wood extraction for household use, though not causing decline in the amount of forested landcover, can alter forest structure and
hence food abundance and composition, thus representing a major threat to giant pandas [31–34]. Meanwhile, human disturbance,
mostly due to grazing, collection of non-timber products, infrastructure development, and tourism, can also severely affect pandas,
by driving habitat loss and fragmentation and reducing food resources [16, 17, 21, 35]. For each of the two activities, we classified the
strictness of de facto management within each region into three categories: strictly banned, limited, and no restriction. ‘‘Strictly
banned,’’ coded as ‘‘3,’’ indicates that an activity is forbidden by law or by management practice. ‘‘Limited,’’ coded as ‘‘2,’’ refers
to the situation where law or regulations do not explicitly ban the activity, but a level of management exists to limit such activity.
For example, the activity can be regulated through designation of locations or times. ‘‘No Restriction,’’ coded as ‘‘1,’’ applies to areas
where no management exists at all.
Zoning plans exist for all the protected area types. However, only nature reserves clearly define the management objectives of each
zone. Meanwhile, due to the complexity of the management system, the criteria of protected areas on paper cannot reveal the actual
status of management in certain zones. We surveyed 15 experts on giant panda conservation and protected area management to
assess the level of restrictions on timber extraction and human disturbance in the zones in other types of protected areas (see Table
S3). We then combined the scores with the spatial boundaries of the zones within protected areas to determine the spatial distribution
of the management objectives. For areas where multiple designations overlapped, we assigned the lowest restriction level given that
in practice development is often given higher priority than conservation. We calculated area and proportion of different management
status within giant panda habitat. Areas that are protected but allow too much timber extraction and human disturbance were recognized as key management gaps
Analysis of habitat quality and panda density
We used habitat suitability and giant panda presence, i.e., records of signs including feces, fur, footprints, and paw marks, as the
indicators to explore the status of panda conservation within the Sichuan part of the national park. We modeled habitat suitability
of giant pandas in Sichuan using the maximum entropy algorithm (MaxEnt, Phillips et al., 2006 [25]), by relating panda presence records to 29 environmental variables that summarized topographical attributes and land use (see Qing et al., 2016 for details [36]). To
avoid overfitting the model, we thinned the presence points of giant pandas, by generating a 1,125 m buffer around each presence
point and then randomly selecting one if there was overlap between buffers, based on the minimum home range of giant pandas
(3.9 km2). We derived topographical data from a 90-m resolution digital elevation model, provided by Geospatial Data Cloud,
Computer Network Information Center, Chinese Academy of Sciences (http://www.gscloud.cn). From Sichuan Forestry and
Grassland Department, we obtained a GIS layer of land use, which was derived from the Second National Forest Inventory and
revised according to the database from the Fourth Nationwide Giant Panda Census. We resampled each variable at 100 m resolution.
We performed a 10-fold cross-validation procedure to create MaxEnt models, and delineated the averaged habitat suitability index
(Qing et al., 2016 [36]). Accordingly, we calculated the suitability of habitats in surveyed areas covered by different protected area
types, without overlapping designations and with overlapping designations, and under different management status of timber extraction and human disturbance.
Finally, we calculated density of panda presence in habitats covered by different types of protected areas and management status,
by dividing the number of presence signs by surveyed areas of the habitat in each type.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The habitat suitability index was modeled using Maxent 3.3.3k, and other analyses were carried out in ArcGIS 10.2, which were explained in detail in the Method Details.
DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY
The 90-m resolution digital elevation model data are available from Geospatial Data Cloud, Computer Network Information Center,
Chinese Academy of Sciences (http://www.gscloud.cn). The GIS layer of current giant panda habitat is available from IUCN (https://
www.iucnredlist.org/species/712/121745669). The datasets supporting the current study, including the GIS layers of existing protected areas, panda presence locations, and land use, are not publicly available, because of confidentiality agreements with government agencies due to the threatened status of giant pandas and the sensitivity of locational information. Data are however available
upon reasonable request and with approval of the State Administration of Forestry and Grassland in China, and Sichuan Forestry and
Grassland Department. Other data were detailed and summarized in this paper, Tables S1, S2, and S3 and Figures S1 and S2.
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Figure S1. Distribution of giant panda habitat, in and outside the proposed Giant Panda

National Park (GPNP), with main road, railway and town areas, Related to STAR
Methods.

Figure S2. Panda presence density (signs of presence/km2) in the habitat in the Sichuan part
of the proposed Giant Panda National Park, Related to Figure 1.

Mountains

Type of

Sum
protected areas

Qinling

Minshan

Qionglai

Daxiangling

2135

6611

2310

577

11633

(57.4%)

(68.6%)

(33.5%)

(47.0%)

(54.2%)

152

359

774

102

1387

(4.1%)

(3.7%)

(11.2%)

(8.3%)

(6.5%)

0

1238

1535

0

2773

(0)

(12.8%)

(22.3%)

(0)

(12.9%)

0

338

17

28

383

(0)

(3.5%)

(0.2%)

(2.3%)

(1.8%)

Total habitat within

2273

6859

3357

639

13128

protected areas

(61.1%)

(71.2%)

(48.7%)

(52.0%)

(61.1%)

Total habitat outside

1446

2776

3530

590

8342

(38.9%)

(28.8%)

(51.3%)

(48.0%)

(38.9%)

Nature Reserve

Forest Park

Scenic Area

Geological Park

protected areas

Table S1. Coverage of protected areas within giant panda habitat in the region of the
proposed Giant Panda National Park, Related to Figures 1 and 2. The numbers showed in the
table are areas in km2 (percent coverage in parentheses). The total area of nature reserves, forest
parks, scenic areas and geological parks added together is larger than total habitat within
protected areas due to the overlap of different protected areas.

Human disturbance:

Human disturbance:

Human disturbance:

No Restriction

Limited Access

Strictly Banned

Timber extraction:

1077

0

0

No Restriction

(11.7%)

(0)

(0)

Timber extraction:

2

2176

0

Limited Use

(0)

(23.6%)

(0)

Timber extraction:

0

1211

4749

Strictly Banned

(0)

(13.1%)

(51.5%)

Management status

Table S2. Management status of timber extraction and human disturbance within giant
panda habitat covered by protected areas in the Sichuan part of the proposed Giant Panda
National Park, Related to Figure 3. The numbers showed in the table are areas in km2 (percent
coverage in parentheses).

Type of protected
Zoning

Timber extraction *

Human disturbance **

Core Zone

3

3

Buffer Zone

3

3

Experimental Zone

3

2

Eco-Reserve Zone

3

2

Scenic Zone

3

2

Landscape Zone

2

2

Recreation Zone1

2

2

Recreation Zone2

2

2

Administration Zone

1

1

Service Zone

1

1

No Zone

2

2

Town Landscape Zone

1

1

Development Land

1

1

Un-development Land

2

1

Landscape Keeping Zone

2

2

Service Zone

1

1

Buffer Zone

2

2

Scenic Zone

2

2

Control Zone

1

2

Special Reserve Zone

3

3

Grade1 Reserve Zone

3

2

Grade2 Reserve Zone

2

2

Grade3 Reserve Zone

2

1

areas

Nature Reserve

Forest Park

Geological Park

Scenic Area

Eco-Reserve Zone

2

1

Table S3. Conservation management value assigned to different types of protected areas in the
Sichuan part of the proposed Giant Panda National Park, Related to STAR Methods. Scenic areas
and forest parks do not have consistent zoning criteria, and the naming system of the zones is ambiguous,
i.e. the literal meaning of the name may not reflect the actual function of certain zones. The original
names under the zoning plan and assigned management value are listed in the table.
* The value in column of timber extraction: 1 for No Restriction, 2 for Limited Use, and 3 for Strictly
Banned.
** The value in column of human disturbance: 1 for No Restriction, 2 for Limited Access, and 3 for
Strictly Banned.

